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Unusual Grüneisen and Bridgman parameters of low-density amorphous
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The low-temperature limiting value of the Grüneisen parameter for low-frequency phonons and the
density dependence of the thermal conductivitysBridgman parameterd of low-density amorphous
sLDA d ice, high-density amorphoussHDAd ice, hexagonal ice Ih, and cubic ice Ic were calculated
from high-pressure sound velocity and thermal conductivity measurements, yielding negative values
for all states except HDA ice. LDA ice is the first amorphous state to exhibit a negative Bridgman
parameter, and negative Grüneisen parameters are relatively unusual. Since Ih, Ic, and LDA ice all
transform to HDA upon pressurization at low temperatures and share the unusual feature of negative
Grüneisen parameters, this seems to be a prerequisite for pressure induced amorphization. We
estimate that the Grüneisen parameter increases at the ice Ih to XI transition, and may become
positive in ice XI, which indicates that proton-ordered ice XI does not amorphize like ice Ih on
pressurization. ©2005 American Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1869352g
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I. INTRODUCTION

Hexagonal and cubic ices form an amorphous s
known as high-density amorphoussHDAd ice, upon isother
mal pressurization at 77 K to above 1.2 GPa,1 which is mos
likely due to a pressure induced mechanical instability o
ice lattice.2 The HDA state transforms further to a lo
density amorphoussLDA d state on heating at atmosphe
pressure up to,125 K. Although the glass transition of bu
HDA has not been observed, the state exhibits typical be
ior for glasses such as amorphous x-ray pattern,1 low-energy
excitations,3–5 and glasslike heat transport properties.6 In
contrast, LDA exhibits striking crystallinelike features
spite displaying both an amorphous x-ray pattern1 and a
weak glass transition signature at 124 K in data for
capacity data using slow heating rate.7 Moreover, inelasti
x-ray scattering shows that phononlike excitations
present in LDA up to unusually high frequencies.8 Further-
more, data for thermal conductivityk of LDA show strongly
decreasing values at increasing temperatures. In fact,k var-
ies asT−0.6, which is the same as that for crystalline ice
and VI, and far from the expectedksTd of amorphous state
and that shown by HDA ice, which is a weakly increasink
with increasing temperature. The strongly decreasingk is
likely due to relatively strong phonon-phonon scatter
which seems inconsistent with an amorphous state, but t
apparently the case in LDA ice. Moreover, low-energy e
tations are absent, or present in much smaller extent, in
than in HDA.4,5 It is evident that LDA ice is a state of fu
damental interest and that it is desirable to gain fur
knowledge about its properties. In this work, we use dat
the pressure dependence of the thermal conductivity an
sound velocity to calculate the Bridgman parameterg and the

low-temperature limiting Grüneisen parameter. The former is
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defined byg=s] ln k /] ln rdT, where r is the density, i.e
g=BT3 s] ln k /]pdT, where BT is the isothermal bul
modulus. The mode Grüneisen parametergi is given by
gi =s] ln yi /d ln rdT, where yi is the phonon frequency
mode i. As shown here, the low-temperature limiting va
of an average for the Grüniesen parameters of LDA ic
negative, which implies a negative thermal expansion c
ficient at low temperatures. Moreover, an estimate for
change of the Grüneisen parameter at the ice Ih to ic
transition shows that it increases and may become posit
ice XI, indicating that this phase would not amorphize
amorphize at a significantly higher pressure than ice I
higher amorphization pressure for ice XIs,3.5 GPad than
that for ice Ih s,1 GPad has recently been reported in
investigation using computer simulations.9

II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To calculate the Bridgman parameter of LDA, we h
used data forkspd at 130 K sRef. 6d together with data fo
rspd measured in the range 130–140 K.10 The isotherma
bulk modulusBT calculated from these datas8.2 GPad agree
well with the adiabatic bulk modulusBs measured by Grom
nitskayaet al.11 on heating at 0.05 GPas,8.1 GPa at 14
Kd, but is smaller than that calculated from isothermal
for density at 110 KsRef. 11d s,11 GPad. fData forrspd of
LDA at 77 K sRef. 10d give BT,11 GPa as an average in
range 0.1–0.5 GPa, and a significantly smaller value n
atm.g An equation that relates the two bulk moduli to e
other:BS=BTs1+bgTHTd, whereb is the volume thermal e
pansion coefficient andgTH is the thermodynamic Grüneis
parameter,12 shows that the difference betweenBS andBT is
about 0.5% for ice Ih at these temperatures, and the d

ence for the other states of ice should not be very much

© 2005 American Institute of Physics10-1
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larger. The results forksrd of LDA ice usingBT=8.2 GPa ar
shown in Fig. 1sad, and yieldg=−5.2. Generally, amorpho
states exhibit values close to 3, where liquid water is a s
exception havingg=2 at 303 K,13 but a negative value h
not been found before. The results forksrd of HDA, shown
in Fig. 1sbd, yield g=1.7 at 130 K. This value was calculat
usingBT=8.5 GPa. The data of Mishima,10 in the range 130
140 K, yieldBT=8.2 GPa, whereas data of Gromnitskayet
al.11 showBs=8.8 GPa at 130 K and 0.05 GPa. The value
g of HDA is somewhat low in comparison with other am
phous states, but about the same size as that for liquid
at 303 K. However, sinceg for amorphous states might va
slightly with temperature, and the temperature depende
for g of HDA and liquid water are not known, it is not po
sible to conclude that these states have the same valuesg
under the samep, T conditions. It should be noted that t
value used here for the calculation ofg corresponds rough
to the pressure range of thekspd valuess0.05–0.35 GPad. At
high pressures,BT increases significantly. However, this a
affects the data forkspd, which increases less strongly w
pressure and, consequently, the calculated value ofg in this
higher pressure range would not be much different. All
used for the calculations as well as the results are sum
rized in Table I.

Results for hexagonal ice Ih and cubic ice Ic are sh
in Figs. 2sad and 2sbd, respectively. For ice Ih, the resu
yield g=−4.4 at 130 K usingBT=10.0 GPa. Slack14 esti-

15

FIG. 1. sad Logarithm of the thermal conductivity of low-density amorph
ice plotted against logarithm of density.sbd Logarithm of the thermal con
ductivity of high-density amorphous ice plotted against logarithm of den
The density values correspond approximately to the pressure range
0.35 GPa.
matedBT=10.6 GPa at 120 K, Johari’s measurementsat 77
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K yielded BT=10.0 GPa while Gromnitskayaet al.11 found
Bs=9.5 GPa near atmospheric pressure at 77 K. Mishi
data10 for ice Ic at 145 K yieldB=10.5 GPa, and this valu
was used to calculateg=−3.6 for ice Ic.

In order to calculate the low-temperature limiting va
for Grüneisen parameterg we have used a similar approa
as Slack,14 which was based on a theory by Sheard.16 For
each mode

gi = 1/3 +BTs] ln ni/]pdT, s1d

whereni is the sound velocity of modei. The mode value
were calculated using data for the transverse velocitynTspd
and longitudinal velocitynLspd averaged over all direction
and the totalg was obtained by weighting thegL and gT

values according to the mode contribution to the l
temperature heat capacity, gtot=suL

−3gL+2uT
−3gTd /

suL
−3+2uT

−3d. Slack14 estimated a transverse and longitud–

TABLE I. Values used for calculation of the Bridgman parameterg.

State
BT

sGPad
(] ln k /]p)

sGPa−1d
T

sKd
P

sGPad g

LDA 8.2 20.63 130 0.05–0.35 25.2
HDA 8.5 0.20 130 0.05–0.35 1.7
Ih 10.0 20.44 130 0.15–0.55 24.4
Ic 10.5 20.34 130 0.15–0.55 23.6
Ih 10.0 20.45 58 0.1–0.16 24.5
XI 10.0 0.26a 58 0.1–0.16 2.6

aAn estimation of the value for a 100% pure sample of ice XI.

FIG. 2. sad Logarithm of the thermal conductivity of hexagonal ice plo
against the logarithm of density.sbd Logarithm of the thermal conductivi
of cubic ice plotted against the logarithm of density. The density va

correspond approximately to the pressure range 0.15–0.55 GPa.
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Debye temperature based on data for the phonon energ
the Brillouin-zone boundaries whereas we have instead
nT and nL for the weighting factor in accordance with t
Debye relation,uD~n, i.e.,

gtot = snL
−3gL + 2nT

−3gTd/snL
−3 + 2nT

−3d. s2d

All data for the sound velocities, densities, bulk, and s
moduli were taken from the Figs. 4 and 6 of Gromnitskayet
al.,11 except forBT of ice Ih, which seems slightly lowsBS

=9.5 GPad at 77 K. We have instead used the value estim
here, which is based on a number of previ
measurements11,14,15 sBT=10 GPad. All the values used fo
the calculations are summarized in Table II.

For LDA ice, we findgT=−0.89 andgL=0 from Eq.s1d,
which yield gtot=−0.84, using nT=2000 m s−1 and nL

=4090 m s−1 in Eq. s2d. The value forBT of LDA at 110 K,
calculated from data for density in the range 0–0.4 GP11

appears somewhat largesBT=11 GPad. Moreover, the valu
for gL is uncertain due to lack of data fornLspd of LDA. The
values for nLspd were calculated from the relationnL

2

=r−1sBs+G34/3d, whereBs was obtained fromrspd. How-
ever, even ifgL is significantly larger than that calculat
here, this would not changegtot much since the weight of th
value is low.sUsing gL=1 yieldsgtot=−0.78.d Although, the
values forg of LDA ice are uncertain,gtot and gT are cer
tainly negative and of about the same size as those for i
ssee belowd. The result for HDA ice isgtot=1.51 sgT=1.45,
gL=2.25,nT=2070 m s−1 andnL=3770 m s−1d.

The results for ice Ih at 77 K aregT=−0.82 andgL

=1.75, which yield a weightedgtot=−0.65 using nT

=2070 m s−1 andnL=3970 m s−1. This value agrees reaso
ably well with that calculated using the definition of the th
modynamic Grüneisen parameter,

gTH =
bBsV

Cp
, s3d

whereV is the volume andCp is the heat capacity, which
gTH=−0.3 at 50 KsRef. 12d andgTH= ,−0.8 at 0 K using
linear extrapolation. In their calculation ofgTH, Röttgeret
al.12 used their own data forV andb,12 and data forBs and
Cp of Dantl17 and Giauque and Stout,18 respectively. Ou
value forgtot of ice Ih is slightly larger than the value calc
lated by Slack14 s20.78d and the difference is due to the u
of different weighting factors and the larger value found h

TABLE II. Values used for calculation of the Grü

State
BT

sGPad
(] ln nT/]p)

sGPa−1d
(] ln nL /]p)

sGPa−1d s

LDA 11.0 20.111 20.030
HDA 10.0 0.112 0.192

Ih 10.0 20.116 0.142
Ic 1
XI

aValues calculated from Eq.s4d using data forg give
for gL.
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There are no sound velocity data available for calc
tion of gtot of ice Ic. However, it is possible to make a rou
estimate of gtot based on the density dependence ok.
Theory fork of crystals yields13

g = 3g + 2q − 1/3, s4d

where q=−s] ln g /] ln rdT. An estimate made by Slack14

showsq,g for ice Ih, which makes it possible to separ
the contributions of the transverse and longitudinal mod
k by calculations ofgL and gT from Eq. s4d and usinggtot

=gLskL /ktotd+gTskT/ktotd. Slack14 calculated that almo
100% s93%d of the heat was carried by the transve
phonons at 120 K. The same calculation done here usin
s4d gives that 97% is carried by the transverse modes i
Ih near 130 K. Using the rough result that 100% of the
is carried by the transverse phonons at 130 K, yieldsgtot

,gT,sg+1/3d /5, i.e., gtot,gT,−0.65 for ice Ic
sg=−3.6d. This is an underestimate ofgtot since some of th
heat is definitely carried by the longitudinal modes, bu
shows thatgtot andgT of ice Ic are certainly negative and
about the same size as those of ice Ih. Moreover, th
probably an overestimate forgT sincegL of ice Ic should b
positive, i.e.gT of ice Ic is likely smaller than20.65. In fact
gT of Ic should probably be slightly more negative than
of ice Ih. Experimentally it is found that Ic amorphizes a
lower pressure than ice Ih. The amorphization of Ic occu
a snominald pressure of 0.99 GPa, whereas that of ice
occurs at 1.07 GPa in dilatometry measurements at 7719

At 130 K data fork sRef. 6d show an onset of amorphizati
at a pressure of,0.7 and 0.78 GPa for ice Ic and Ih, resp
tively. The results obtained here show thatgT as well asgtot

are negative for all states that exhibits amorphizatio
transformation into the HDA state. Consequently, the n
tive Grüneisen parameters of ice Ih and Icsas well as LDAd
imply the possibility of pressure induced amorphizat
Moreover, the implications of negative values are softe
of modes, and a more negative value forgT corresponds to
stronger degree of softening.sThis result for ice Ic implie
that if transformations to other crystalline forms could
avoided, ice Ic would melt upon pressurization at high t
peratures.d It is therefore likely that the slightly lower amo
phization pressure of ice Ic than ice Ih should be reflecte
a more negative value forgT. This should lead a more pr
nounced degree of mode softening upon pressurization
therefore a lower pressure for the onset of amorphiza
Such an inference would agree with the finding here

n parameter.

vT

sm s−1d
vL

sm s−1d gT gL gtot

2000 4090 20.89 0 20.84
2070 3770 1.45 2.25 1.51
2070 3970 20.82 1.75 20.65

20.65a 20.65a

0.59a 0.59a

Table I.
neise

T
Kd

110
77
77

30
58

n in
LDA ice has a negative and lower value forgT and, in par-
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ticular, gtot than ice Ih although the difference ingT is prob-
ably within the inaccuracy of the calculations. Data fok
sRef. 6d show a significantly lower transformation press
of LDA in comparison with the amorphization pressure
ice Ih. The LDA to HDA transformation at 130 K starts
0.36 GPa, which is more than 0.4 GPa below the onset o
Ih amorphization. Even though the values forgT and gtot

provide a measure of the affinity for transformation or am
phization into HDA, the picture seems too simple for a
tailed analysis considering the small difference ingT, at leas
in the case of comparing the amorphous LDA state with
crystalline phases.

As discussed above, the Grüneisen parameters of
ices Ih and Ic, as well as LDA ice are negative. Nega
Grüneisen parameters are rather unusual but occur he
three states that all display pressure induced instability
collapses to an amorphous state HDA ice, which exhib
positive value. Consequently, negativeg, or rather negativ
gT, seems to be a prerequisite for amorphization or tran
mation to HDA ice upon pressurization. This result can
used to discuss qualitatively the issue whether or no
proton ordered phase of ice Ih, i.e., ice XI, would amorp
upon pressurization. A recent simulation9 indicates that th
lattice would become unstable at,3.5 GPa upon pressuriz
tion. As found here, the Grüneisen parameter of the tr
verse modes should be negative for this to occur. Since
for kspd are available at low temperatures, we can estim
the value forgT, using the same procedure as done abov
ice Ic, and which was based on results for ice Ih. The
proximation that the heat is mainly carried by the transv
modes should be even better for ice XI, since the data
kspd were obtained at lower temperatures.

In order to obtain ice XI, one must use a dopant to r
the constraints imposed by the ice rules. Tajimaet al.20,21

have showed that small amount of the dopant KOH ind
the proton ordering transition below about 72 K. Howe
the transition is still sluggish and only about 68% of
sample transforms even if it is annealed for several
below 72 K. Consequently, a measurement ofkspd for such a
sample shows the result for a mixture of about 68% ice
and 32% ice Ih.

Andersson and Suga,22 have measuredkspd for the mix-
ture of,68% ice XI and,32% Ih as well as for ice Ih at 5
K. The results for ice Ih at 58 K for the range 0.1–0.16 G
yield g=−4.5 usingBT=10.0 GPa. The results for ice X
yield g=0.3 assuming the same value forBT as that of ice Ih
The values are somewhat uncertain due to the limited
sure range as well as the uncertainty inBT, which is taken
from the estimate at higher temperatures. However, th
sults show thatg increases significantly at the proton ord
ing transitionssee Fig. 3d, despite that only 68% of the
transforms. Assuming that the value forg changes linearl
with the amount of sample transformed, we can estimag
for pure ice XI, yieldingg=2.6. Using Eq.s4d, and the as
sumptions described above, this value can be used to c
late an approximate value forgT, which according to thi
estimate should be positive. Using the same assumptio

for ice Ic, i.e., that almost 100% of the heat is carried by the
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transverse modes and thatg,q, yields gT=0.59 for ice XI.
The results indicate thatgT increases at the Ih to XI tran
tion and even becomes positive.

The sign of the thermodynamic Grüneisen paramete
also be derived using data for volume expansion. Equ
s3d shows thatgTH will have the same sign as the therm
expansion, i.e., it will also be negative if ice XI behaves
ice Ih and has a negative thermal expansion at low tem
tures. The volume as a function of temperature can be
tained from neutron diffraction experiments, but the in
table mixture of Ih and XI in the sample affects the res
making the determination uncertain. The structure of2O
ice XI was determined by Leadbetteret al.,23 and the lattice
parameters have later been refined by Line and Whitwo24

who used an improved procedure for obtaining ice XI
could therefore obtain larger amount of ice XI. Despite
the results for D2O XI were apparently affected by stra
caused by untransformed D2O Ih. Using data for the lattic
parameters in the range 5–70 K for D2O XI sRef. 24d yields
b=−2s5d310−6 K−1. A calculation for D2O Ih, using data a
identical temperatures as for D2O XI,2 yields b=−12s1d
310−6 K−1 as an average in the temperature interval. C
sequently, the result is inconclusive whether or not the
mal expansion of ice XI is positive due to the large stan
error in b for D2O ice XI, but the data show the same tre
as the data fork, i.e., that g increases and may beco
positive in ice XI.

In the above discussion, we have not used “amorp
tion” to describe the LDA to HDA transformation. Howev
from the results of the thermal conductivity measureme6

as well as inelastic x-ray scattering,8 it is obvious that ther
must be a higher degree of order in LDA than HDA
which has also been inferred on the basis ent
calculations.25 Consequently, even if both states appare
exhibit typical amorphous halo x-ray pattern, the order e
ing in LDA ice, and which is capable of providing a path
phononlike excitations, must be destroyed during the tr
formation. In that sense, the LDA to HDA transformation

FIG. 3. Logarithm of the thermal conductivity for ice Ihsopen symbolsd and
a mixture of ice XI s,68%d and ice Ihs,32%d sfilled symbolsd plotted
against pressure. The values have been normalized with the value fok at
0.1 GPa.
also an amorphization process.
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III. SUMMARY

As shown here, the values for the Bridgman
Grüneisen parameters of low-density ice, where the latt
the limiting low-temperature value, are both negative.
amorphous state has previously exhibited negative de
dependence for the thermal conductivity, i.e., negative B
man parameter. It is also unusual that crystalline phase
hibit negative values, but both hexagonal and cubic ice s
negative values, which suggests a structural similarity
tween these states, which has also been concluded befo26,6

The negative values for the transverse Grüneisen param
of all these three states show that this is apparently a pr
uisite for amorphization or transformation to the high-den
amorphous state upon pressurization. Thus, the calcu
here that pure ice XI may have a positive value indicates
this phase does not amorphize upon pressurization, or a
phizes at significantly higher pressure than ice Ih. Moreo
the negative values for the total low-temperature limi
Grüneisen parameter of hexagonal, cubic, and low-de
amorphous ice show that these states should have ne
thermal expansion coefficients at low temperature, whe
that of pure ice XI may be positive.
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